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A performance analysis of the planetary radar data acquisition system is pre-
sented. These results extend previous computer simulation analysis and are facili-

tated by the development of a simple analytical model that predicts radar system
performance over a wide range of operational parameters. The results of this study

are useful to both the radar systems designer and the science investigator in es-

tablishing operational radar data acquisition parameters which result in the best

systems performance for a given set of input conditions.

I. Introduction

In a previous article [1], a system performance anal-

ysis of tile Goldstone Solar System Radar (GSSR) high-
speed data acquisition system was presented. For range-

Doppler mapping applications, the system uses a binary

phase-coded (BPC) transmitted waveform and tile re-

ceived echoes are complex basebanded, sampled, and de-

modulated with a replica of the transmitted BPC wave-

form. The system comprises high-speed digital front-end

filters and complex demodulators as well as operator mon-

itor and control, data recording, and real-time signal pro-

cessing (in a general-purpose, VAX 11/780 host computer

equipped with an FPS-5210 array processor). The real-

time signal processing activities include the generation of

range-Doppler maps.

Tile analysis in [1] was based on a computer _imula-

tion model of the digital baseband data paths. In this

article, the previous results are extended with the devel-

opment of a simple analytical model for the digital base-

band data paths. This analytical model is based on a

quantized Gaussian approximation for tile digitized inputs
to the baseband demodulators (correlators/accumulators)

and predicts the system processing gain as a function of

the various input and operational parameters. The result

provides a characterization of system performance that is

useful to both the radar system designer as well as the

planetary radar science investigator.

In Section II of this article, an overview of the GSSR

data acquisition ranging system and its theoretical (ideal)

performance is provided, and in Section III the analytical
model for the digital baseband data paths is presented.

Then, in Section IV, predicted performance analysis re-

sults obtained with this model are presented and com-

pared with the results obtained from the computer sim-
ulation model. Generally there is good agreement except

for those parameter regions where tlle analytical model is

not valid, e.g., in regions where signal clipping distortion
occurs at the front-end A/D converters.

II. System Overview

Prior to developing the analytical model for the GSSR

data acquisition system, a brief overview of the system
architecture as well as a comprehensive review of its theo-

retical (ideal) performance in terms of the processing gain
is presented.
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A.SystemArchitecture

As noted in [1], the GSSR data ranging system com-
prises multiple, complex baseband data channels. The

block diagram for a single complex data path is presented

in Fig. 1. In this article as in [1], the focus is on just one

channel, which would correspond to monostatic, single po-
larization data collections.

Although limited to a single channel, the results pre-
sented here can be used to understand trends in multi-

channel system performance as a function of the various

input system parameters.

To summarize from [1], both in-phase and quadrature

channels are low-pass filtered (LPF) (to 6 MHz) and sam-

pled (nominally at 40 MIIz). The sampled data streams
are then input to pre- and postbaud integrating filters.

The prebaud filter integrates five input samples per out-

put data sample and the postbaud filter integrates NBAUD

input samples per output data sample (NBAuD is user

specified).

Tile data paths out of the A/D converters are 8 bits
wide, but are expanded to 16 bits after the prebaud inte-

grators. A further expansion to 32 bits occurs after mul-

tiplication by the scaling constant so that the postbaud

integration is carried out with 32-bit integer arithmetic.

Following postbaud integration, the data are truncated to

NBITS (NBITS is nominally 4) and are then correlated
and accumulated to produce a stream of correlation data

that are output to the system computer.

B. Ideal System Performance Analysis

To facilitate the presentation of tile statistical perfor-

mance model in Section III and to provide a point of com-
parison, a comprehensive review is presented here of the

ideal (i.e., in the absence of A/D nonlinearities or digiti-

zation errors) processing gain for the GSSR data acquisi-
tion system. The basic function of the system (prior to

the host computer) is to correlate contiguous segments of
the received echoes with a replica of the transmitted BPC
waveform:

(i+I)T¢i(r) = dt x(t) BPC(t + r) (1)
JiT

where x(¢) is the received complex basebanded data (just

prior to the A/D converters) and BPC(t) denotes the BPC

waveform which is a periodic binary-valued (BPC = +1),

pseudo-noise (PN) sequence generated by a linear shift reg-

ister [2]. T is the period of the BPC waveform:

T = AT NCODE

where NCODE denotes the pseudo-noise (PN) code period
and AT denotes the duration of a single code element

(baud).

In carrying out the ideal system performance analysis,

it is assumed that the input A/D converters perform only
time sampling without amplitude quantization, i.e., the

assumption of infinite A/D numerical precision. In this
case, the time-sampled (complex) output from the A/D

converters is represented simply by

= • (kT,)

where Fs - 1/T, denotes the AD input sampling rate.

With reference to Fig. 1 but assuming that all opera-
tions depicted in Fig. 1 are performed with infinite numer-

ical precision, 1 the sampled complex data, x(k), are easily

traced through the system. Specifically, at the output of

the prebaud integrators (which are typically subsamp]ed

by a factor of 5),

4

=  (sk - .) (2)
n=0

and at the output of the postbaud integrators (which are

typically subsampled by a factor of NBAUD),

NBAVD--I

n=0

XpR E (NBAuD k -- n)

5NBAuD--1

= E x (5NBAuDk - n) (3)
n=O

Note that tile sample rate out of the postbaud integra-

tors is reduced by the factor 5NBAuD from the input A/D
sample rate, F,.

Given the discrete-time representation of the complex

daLa from Eq. 3, the correlation function (Eq. (1)) can be
written in discretized form as:

1 In the following, ignore all the operations in Fig. 1 that are con-

nected with finite numerical precision implementation effects, i.e.,

the scaling multiplication and bit truncation operations.
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k) =-¢,(P,T)

(i+ 1)NT -- 1

E xposT(n)BPC {5NBAuDT_n + kAT}
ra_--i gT

(4)

where NT denotes the number of (decimated) time sam-
pies out of the postbaud integrator per PN code pe-

riod, T. Given that the time interval between samples

of xposT(k) is 5NBAuoT, (Eq. (3)), NT is given by

NT = T/ (DNBAvDT,).

In Eq. (4), the authors tacitly assume that successive

samples of the correlation function, e(i, k - 1) and e(i, k),
are separated in time by a code baud element, AT. In

practice, this time separation can be a fraction of AT sim-

ply by controlling NBAUD.

Prior to developing the ideal system performance anal-

ysis, a model for the input data, x(t) was acquired. Here

the authors assume that the received complex basebanded

data are comprised of the received signal and additive
noise:

where s(k) is modeled as a Doppler-shifted and scaled v,
sion of the transmitted BPC waveform:

s(k) = A BPC(kT,) eJ°e ='jk_IT" (

A denotes the amplitude scaling (received amplitude leve

0 is an arbitrary phase offset (assumed to be a rando

variable, uniformly distributed between -Tr and 70 al
Af denotes the Doppler shift.

Following postbaud integration (from Eqs. (3) and (5)

5NBAuD -- |

*PosT(k) =
rn=0

x (5NBAuDk -- m)

5NBAuD--1

s (5NBAw}k - m)
rn=0

5NBAuD--I

rn=0

n (5NBAuD k -- rrl)

x(k) = s(k) + n(k) (5) - sposT(k) + nposT(k) (7

Assuming that the time interval between samples of XPOST(k), i.e., 5NBAuDTs, is matched to a baud interval, AT
(or less), and that the Doppler offset is much less than 1�AT,

SPOsT(k ) ,,_ 5NBAuD S (5NBAUDk)

: 5NBAuDA • BPC {5NBAuDkTs ) eJ°e 2_jSNBAu°kAITs

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) output from the postbaud integrators is thus given by

(ISpOST 12) {5NBAuDA} 2

SNRposT = (lnposTi2) - (inposTP)

where < • > denotes statistical expectation. From Eq. (7),

51"VBAUD--I

(8)

(9)

([nP°sTI2) = E (n (5NBAuok -- m) n" (5NBAuDk -- m')) (10)
mjrnt=O

Assuming that the input low-pass filters (see Fig. 1) are ideal and thus that the input power spectrum of the additive

noise (just prior to the A/D converters) is constant out to the cutoff frequency, fco, of the filters,
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sin {2_fcoT,(,. - -,')}
(n (5Nz_AUDI_" -- m) n* (5NBAuDk -- m')) = <In[ 2> 2_,n-- _-n-_ (11)

Substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (10),

<l-Pos_?> = <l-l>=
5NBAuD -- l

E s_n{2_Ico T.(m - ,,,')}
2=fcoT,(m- m')

5NBAuD-- 1

= _N_A_,,<I_?>
rn=--(5NBAuD -- l)

1 Iml ) sin {27rfcoT, rn }5_rBAUD 27rfcoT, m
(12)

Provided that the low-pass filtered noise coherence is significantly shorter than the combined pre- and postbaud
integration time constant, 5NBauDT,, this approximation can be made:

OS=
5NBAuD--I (E 1 5NBAuDIml ) sin {2_rfc°T,m}2_rfcoT,rn

m=--(5NBAuD-- i)

_ sin {2_f_oy, m} _ i (13)
2_rfcoT, m 2fcoT,

m ._ - oo

Plots of {2fcoT, OS} versus loots, for different values of L =- 5NBAuD -- 1, are presented in Fig. 2. As is seen, the

approximation in Eq. (13) is accurate to within, at most, a 10-percent error over a wide range of parameter values. As

a typical example, consider the nominal system parameters, fcoT, = (6 MIh)/(40 MHz) = 0.15 and assume that the

combined baud integrator time constant is matched to a 1-psec baud BPC code element, i.e., 5NBAuD = AT/Ts = lpsec
x 40 MHz = 40. Then, it is seen from Fig. 2 that the approximation in Eq. (13) is accurate to within approximately

2.5 percent (2fcoT, OS ,_ 0.975), which corresponds to a difference of only 0.1 dB between the actual noise power,

([nposT]_), and its estimate based on the approximation in Eq. (13).

The factor OS is referred to as the "noise oversampling factor," which indicates the degree of dependence of the
noise samples (out of the A/D). As leo approaches Nyquist, 1/2T_, there is no oversampling, and OS = I. For

leo < 1/2T,, OS > l, indicating noise oversampling beyond the minimum Nyquist rate. Substituting Eq. (12) (with

Eq. (13)) into Eq. (9) yields the following expression for SNR at the output of the postbaud integrators:

{SNBAuDA}2 5NBAuDA2 5NBAuD SNRIN (14)
SNRposT = (lnposT]2) _ OS ([nl2) -- O_

where SNRIN denotes the input SNR (referenced to the output of the ideal A/D converters).

To finally characterize the ideal system performance, the discretized correlation function (Eq. (4)) is used along with

Eqs. (7) and (8):

(iT 1)NT -- 1

_(_,_)= _7
rn=iNT

xposT(rn)BPC {5NBAUOrnT_ + kAT}
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(i+I)NT-1

Z
m=iNT

[5NBAuD AeJ° e2_SNBAUDmA]T" BPC {5NBAuD mT_ }

+nPOST(m)] BPC {5NBAuDmT_ + kAT}

- &(k) + N,(k) (15:

where

Si(k) = 5NBAuDAe j°

(i+ 1 )N T - 1

e 2rjSN6AuDmAIT_ BPC {5NBAUDrnTs }

rn=iNT

• BPC{5NBAuDrnT, + kAT} (16a)

and

(i-I- 1)NT -- 1

N,(k)= Z
m=iNT

nposr(rn)BPC {5NBAuDr_ITs "[- kAT} (16b)

The system computer transforms the correlation data into range-Doppler maps, RD(k, m), as follows:

NB, NS-- 1

RD(k, m) = Z c(i, m)e -2"jki/NsINs (17)
i=O

where NBINS denotes the number of Doppler frequency bins. The maximum value of RD(k, m) occurs when m is such
that the local code replica is perfectly aligned with the received code and when 2rrk/NBtNS coincides with the Doppler
shift of the received signal, subsampled by {SNnAuDNT}, i.e.,

27rk/NBINS : {27r5NBAuDAfTs} NT =-- {Aw} NT

where Aw denotes the Doppler shift of tile received signal normalized by the decimated sample rate at the output of
the postbaud integrators. Thus,

RDMA X =

NBINS-- 1

e( i, O)e -J( AwNT )i

i=0

NBINS-- | NBINS -- 1

= _ Si(O)e-J(a_Nr)i+ _ Ni(O)e -j(h_Nr)i
i=0 i=0

=_S+N (18)
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By virtue of the definition of S/(k) (Eq. (16a)),

S = 5NBAuDAe j° e--j(AwNr)i

= 5NBAuDAeJe 1 -- ejAwNT
1 -- eJaw NBINS -- 5NBAuD Aej°Og (Aw; NT) NBINS (19a)

where

1 -- e jAwNT

O/(A_;NT)= 1-eJ _ (195)

The factor • (Aa_; NT)NBrNS represents the coherent integration time constant of the system. When Af << 1/T,

AWNT << 1, tI, (Aw; NT) ,_ NT, and the coherent integration time constant approaches NTNBINS.

To conveniently characterize the system performance, the authors define the system processing gain, which is simply

the ratio of output to input SNR. The output SNR (SNRo) is referenced with respect to the output range-Doppler

map. Specifically,

SNRo = (isis) (20)
(INI=)

where (from Eq. (19))

<lSl=) = {5ANBAuDNB,NS} _ {sin (AwNT/2) / sin (Aw/2)} 2 (21)

and (from gq. (18)),

NBINS -- 1 NBINS -- 1

<IN?)= _ (N,(O)Ni*,(O)) E <IN'(0)I2) (22)
i,i'=O i-O

The last equality in Eq. (22) follows from the independence of the noise samples, N,.(k). From Eq. (16b),

(IN,(0)I 2) =
(i+I)NT- 1

E BPC {5NBAuDmT_ } BPC {SNBAuDmtT_}

m,m'=iNT

* !• (.Posr(_)_,osr(m)> (23)

But recall that the coherence of the input noise is sufficiently short that samples of npOST(m) are independent (i.e.,

the assumption leading to Eq. (13)). Thus, from Eqs. (12), (13), (22), and (23),
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NBINS

(IXl )= <lx,(O)lb=
i=0

NBtNS -- 1 (i+1)NT -- 1

Z
i=0 rn=iNT

(24)

and therefore, from Eqs. (21) and (24),

SNno = {5ANBAUDNBINS}2 {sin (AwNT/2) /sin (A_z/2)} 2

(ln.l 2} 5NBAuDOSNTNBINS

1 [
= b--_5NBAwNB_Ns [NT {sin (A,,.,/2)}2 .gNr6-u

(25)

Thus, for the ideal system performance gain,

SN Ro
PGIDEAL

-- SNRIN

1 [ {sin (A_oNT/2)} 2

= (_sSNBAuDNBINS [-_Ti_
(26)

As A_o approaches zero, PGIDEAL can be expressed in terms of the system time-bandwidth product, i.e., from Eq. (13),

PGIDEAL (Aw = O) = 2fcoTs 5NBAUDNBINSN T =_ 2fcoTcoH (27)

where Tco H denotes the total coherent processing time and (2leo) is the system bandwidth. This agrees with the

result presented in [1].

III. Statistical System Performance Model

Having provided a general basis for understanding ideal system performance, here is a simple, approximate perfor-

mance analysis that takes into account finite numerical precision effects. Specifically, with reference to Fig. 1, it is

seen that two sources of amplitude quantization errors arise: (1) at the A/D converters and (2) following the postbaud

integrators. In the authors' simplified approximate analysis, the A/D amplitude quantization is ignored, 2 but the

quantization after the postbaud integrators (at the input to the correlators) is taken into account. Thus, the quantized

correlator outputs can be expressed in complex form, as follows:

(i+I)NT--I

cq(i,k) = _ Q [A' eJ(Z_m+°)BPC {oLin} + nposT(m)] BPC {am + kAT} (28)
m=iNT

where again Aw _= 2rr5NBAUDAfTs, A' =_-5ANBAuD, er = 5NBAUDTs, and Q[.] denotes the nonlinear quantizer with

Q[x + jy] = Q[x] + jQ[y] operation. In the following, it is assumed that Q(x) = -Q(-x).

2 This is reasonable since the A/D converters are nominally 8 bits wide (compared to nominally 4 bits at the correlator inputs) and the

outputs from the A/D converters are smoothed by the pre- and postbaud integrators. Thus, the effects of A/D quantization on system

performance (processing gain) are typically much less important than the effects of input correlator quantlzation.
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As discussed in Section II (Eqs. (17) through (20)), system performance can be characterized in terms of the

maximum range-Doppler map output, RDMAX. For the case of quantized input correlator data,

NBINS--1

RDMAx = _ cq(i,O)e -j(a_lvr)i (29)
/=0

SNRo = (IRDMAx [s) -- (IRDMAx [2A,=0)
(]RDMAxI_,=O)

and the output SNR is defined as

where the subscript A' = 0 is used to denote tile noise-only input condition.

(3o)

Maximum map output, (It_DMAx 12>, can be expressed in terms of the statistics of tile quantized correlator outputs,

cq(i, 0):

NBINS--1 NBINS--1

(IRDMAXl2)= _ _ (cQ(i,O)c*Q(i',O))e--J(A_NT)('-i') (31)
i=O i'=O

To proceed, the notation is simplified by expressing cQ(i, O) as

(I+l)NT,-1

co(i,o) = _ (Q[_.(m)]
m=iNT

+jQ [x I (re)l} BPC {am} (32)

xR(m) = A' cos [Awm + O]BPC(am) + Re {nposT(rn)} (33a)

xt(m) = A' sin [Awm + O]BPC(am) +Im {nposT(rn)} (33b)

where

and

Assuming that Re {nPOST(rn)} and Im {nposT(rn)} are uncorrelated zero-mean Gaussian noise components with

then note that zn and Zl are independent random variables with conditional Gaussian densities:

1 {- [xn A'vR (_RIo)- _ e_p - cos(_X_m+ 0)BPC (_m)]2/2__} (34a)
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and

1

p,(zz[O ) = _exp {-[x, - A'sin (A_m + 0)BPC (crrn)] 2/2a 2}

In the subsequent development, the following moment functions, based on pn and pt, will be used:

1 7 Q(u)exp {-- [u -- x] 2/2a 2} du• _(_)= 2Vy-;-g2
--00

and

1 7• _(_)- 2,_____{O(u)}2exp{-[u- _1_/2.=}e_

By virtue of the odd property of Q(u), it is easy to see that (It(x) is also odd (with (I)l(0) = 0) and (I)_(x) is even.

Now consider the evaluation of SNRo. Specifically, from Eq. (32),

(cq(i, 0>5(¢, o)) =
(i+I)NT--1 (i'+I)NT--1

E E
m=iNT m'=i_Nr

{[(O(_R(m)) Q(xR(m')))

+ (Q (xz(m)) Q (xt(m')))]

(34b)

(35a)

(35b)

+ j [<Q (xI(m)) Q (x_(m'))) -- <Q(xR(m)) Q (x1(m')))]} BPC(o_m)BPC(om') (36)

In evaluating Eq. (36), two cases are distinguished: i = i' and i _ i'. In the latter case, all terms in the expectations

are conditionally independent (with respect to 0) and with Eq. (35),

(cq(,, o)cq(,, o)>=
(i+I)NT- 1 (i'+I)NT-I

m=iNT m_=i_Nr

{[((I),(A' cos (Awm + O)BPC(o_m))

• _I(A' cos (A_m'+ O)BPC(am')))e

+ <_I(A' sin (Awm 4-O)BPC(em))_I(A' sin (Aw,,,' + O)BPC(o,,,')))e ]

+ j [(<I)a(A' sin (Awm + O)BPC(c_rn)) _l(A' cos (A_m' + O)BPC(am')))e

- (qb_(A' cos (A_m + O)#PC(am))_a(A' sin (Awm' + O)BPC(em')))o]}

• BPC(_m). BPC(_m'), for i # i' (37)
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where

1](f(e)b = _ f(e)de

By virtue of the oddness of ffl (x) (and recalling that BPC = +I),

Thus, from Eq. (37) and for i ¢ i',

• l(xBPC(o_m))BPC(am) = (I)l(x), for any x

(38)

(i+I)NT--I (i'-4- I)NT-- i

(cQ(i,O)cQ(i',O)) = E E {[((I)I(A' cos (Awrn -t- O))Ol(A' cos (Awm' + 0)))o
m=iNT in'miNT

+ (¢1(A' sin (A_om + O))_(A'sin(Awm'+ 0))}e ]

+j[(_,(A' sin (Awm + O))_lq(A' cos (A_om' + 0)))e

-(_,(A' cos (Awm + 0))q'l(A' sin (Awm' + 0)))el}

__r(i, i') (39)

When i = i', the sum over m and m' in Eq. (36)is split into two parts: m = m' and m # m'. The result for (Ice(i,0)l 2)

is given by

(IcQ(i,O)l =} = 2NT((_2(A' cos O)) e -<{(I)I(A' cos O)}2}e) + F(i,i) (40)

where the property if f(O) is periodic in 2r, then (f(O + x)) e = (f(0)) s for any x is exploited. From Eqs. (30), (31),
(39), and (40),

K

SNRo = 2NTNBIlVS _2(0) (41a)

K = 2NTNB;NS{ <q)2 (A' cos0)>e- (I)_(0)- <{(b_(A' cos e)}2)e} + E F(i,i')e--'(Z_Nr)(i--i')
i,i*

(41b)

where

Prior to presenting plots of SNR0 in the next section, first consider some limiting cases. In particular, note that as

Aw approaches zero, SNRo reduces to

SNRo(Aw = 0) = {((I)_ (A' cos 0))e/(P_(0)} - 1 + [({(I)l(A' cos 0)}2)e/(I)2(0)] {NTNB;NS -- 1} (42)
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As a consistency check, observe that in the limit of no quantization, i.e., O(u) = u, Eq. (42) reduces back to Eq. (25)

for the ideal case. Specifically, when Q(u) = u,

ol{x]Q(u)= u} = z and O2{zIQ(u)= u} = z 2 +,r 2

in which case Eq. (42) becomes

S_nolZ_ : 0j0(u) : u}: {{A'2cos20)L/_} N_N.,Ns : {A'_/2__}N_N.,N_

Substituting

A' = 5NBAuDA; a 2 = <lnposTl2> /2 = (5/2)NBAuDOS <Inl2> and

reveals that Eqs. (43) and (25) (with Aco = 0) are indced equivalent.

Another interesting limit is that of 1-bit quantization, i.e.,

Q(u) = O.5, u > O and Q(u) = -O.5, u < O

SNn,_ = A_/ (I.I_)

(43)

(44)

and thus from Eq. (42) (assuming Aw = 0):

O2(x) = 0.25 (1-bit quantization)

SNRo{Aw = 0[1-bit quantization} = 4({qh(A' cos0)} 2) {NTNBZNS -- l}
0

In the small signal amplitude limit,

,_ 4NT NBtNS({'_I (A' cos0)}2)0

At cos 0

j A _ cos 0qh(A' cos 0) - 1 e_U_12C,_du ._

0

and thus Eq. (46) reduces to

390

(1-bit quantization)

SNRo{Aw = 011-bit quantization} ,_ 4NTNBINS ({01(A'cosO)}2)s

,_ NTNBINS(2/rr) {A'2/2c _2}

= NTNBINS(2/_r) {5NBAuD/OS} SNRIN

(small signal amplitude limit)

(45)

(46)

(47)

(48)



Comparing Eqs. (48) and (25) (with A_0 = 0), it is seen that 1-bit quantization provides a degradation in the small

signal processing gain of 10 lOgl0(2/r ) _ -2 dB over idea] performance. As will be seen in tile next section, system

processing gain readily approaches ideal performance as the number of bits is increased.

IV. System Processing Gain Evaluation

In evaluating system performance, the system performance gain (defined by Eq. (26) but with SNR0 computed

from Eq. (41)) has been computed as a function of the various system parameters. In carrying out these calculations,
assume an L = 2B level quantizer (B = number of bits) defined as follows:

Q(u)=INT{u}+0.5, L/2>u>O; Q(u)=L/2-0.5, u> L/2; and Q(u)=-Q(-u), u<0

where INT{x} denotes the integer part of x. An illustrative example of tile system performance calculations is presented

in Fig. 3 where plots of performance gain (from Eqs. (26) and (41)) versus SNRIN are presented for various baud

durations, AT, and for both B = 4-bit and 8-bit quantization. For all plots presented in Fig. 3,

(l/T,) = 40 MHz; fco = 6 MlIz; NBINS ---- 64; 5NBAuD ---- AT/T$; Af = 0 IIz

and the PN code period, NT, is varied such that

PGIDEAL ----2fcoTs5NBAUD NBINS NT _ 8.2 X l0 s (59 dB)

First, one notes in Fig. 3 the dependence of processing gain on the baud duration--especially for the 4-bit quan-
tization cases and in the low SNRIN regime. Short baud intervals require less postbaud integration (smaller values

of NBAUD) resulting in a large input noise fluctuation to the correlator quantizer. Larger noise fluctuation, however,
populates a greater number of quantizer levels, thereby approaching the ideal processing gain. Vice versa, longer baud

intervals require more integration in the postbaud filter so that the input noise fluctuation to the correlator quantizer
is reduced. Fewer quantizer levels are populated and thus the processing gain approaches the 1-bit quantizer limit:

PG1-BIT _ PGIDEAL -- 2dB .._ 57 dB

Another consequence of long postbaud integration is seen in the high SNRIN region of the curves in Fig. 3. As CoNRIN
is increased, especially for the longer baud intervals, the input samples to the correlators will saturate the quantizers.

When this occurs, SNRo will not increase with increasing SNRIN, thereby degrading the system processing gain. For

shorter baud intervals, the magnitude of the input samples to the correlators are smaller for a given SNRIN, and thus
saturation will not occur except at the highest input signal levels.

Figure 4 presents plots of performance gain (again from Eqs. (26) and (41)) versus input noise level for various baud
durations, AT, and for both B = 4-bit and 8-bit quantization. For all plots presented in Fig. 4,

SNRIN = 10-3; (l/T,) = 40 MHz; fco = 6 MHz; NB/NS = 256; 5NBAuD ---- AT/T,; Af = 0 Hz

and the PN code period, NT, is varied so that

PGIDEAL = 2fcoTs5NBAUDNBINS;NT _ 3.1 x 106(64.9 dB)
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Figure 4 shows that the smallest baud intervals (AT = 0.5 osec) achieve ideal performance sooner (at lower input

noise levels) but also result in quantizer saturation sooner--as evidenced by tile decrease in system processing gain at

the higher noise levels. Vice versa, as the input noise level decreases, system processing gain at both 4-bit and 8-bit

quantization reduces back to the 1-bit limit. In any case, from Fig. 4 it may be concluded that ideal system performance

can be achieved only over a narrower range of input noise levels when 4-bit quantization is used versus 8-bit.

To further understand system performance, Fig. 5 presents plots of tile average noise-only output power, Pno (derived

from Eq. (40)):

Pno _- NBINS (]eQ(i,O)]2a,=o) = 2NTNBINS_b2(O) (49)

versus the input noise level corresponding to both 4- and 8-bit correlator quantization. Tile other system parameters

used in Fig. 5 are

(1/T_) = 40. MHz; fco = 6 MHz; NT -" 255 and 2047 (span of correlators); NBINS = 256; and

5NBAuD ---- 160(NT = 255) and 20(NT = 2047)

Note that at low input noise levels, Pno approaches the 1-bit limit (from Eq. (45)):

P,o {1-bit quantization} = 0.5NTNBIN8 _ 45 dB (NT = 255) or 54 dB (NT = 2047)

As the input noise level increases, more quantizer bits are toggled and Pno begins to increase linearly until quantizer
saturation occurs. Since the onset of bit toggling occurs at lower input noise levels for 8-blt quantizers, note that the

linear region is much broader for the 8-bit plots in Fig. 5. This is consistent with ttle superior performance of 8-bit

eorrelator quantization a.s observed in Figs. 3 and 4.

Finally, in Fig. 6, model calculations of P,o (Eq. (49)) are compared with the results of computer simulations that

utilize the testbed developed in [1]. This simulator models the digital high-speed data acquisition system as depicted

in Fig. 1.3 In Fig. 6 again, plots are presented of P,_o versus the input noise level for both 4- and 8-bit correlator

quantization; these plots correspond to the system parameter values

(1/T_) = 40 Mttz; fco = 6 MIIz;NT =- 255 (span of corre]ators); NBINS ---- 256; and 5NBAuD : 160

Note that ms the input noise level increases, simulated performance diverges significantly from the model calculations,

implying even more performance degradation at the higher input levels than would be predicted fi'om lhe statistical
model. This added degradation results from saturation of the input 8-bit A/D converters, which were not included

in the statistical performance model. Thus, the model will provide, in general, only optimistic bounds on system

performance.

V. Conclusions

This article has characterized the performance of the planetary radar data acquisition system in terms of its process-

ing gain. It has provided performance bounds based on both tile ideal implementation (no quantization) as well as an

3The computer simulation program, written in Fortran 77, was originally developed to run on the Radar 331 VAX 11/780 computer

(without utilizing the FPS 5210 array processor). However, in generating the results presented here, the simulation software was ported
over to the JPL Cray computer (originally the X-MP and now the Y-MP). In conducting the simulations presented here Ihe authors

observe that the ram times for the Cray are at least 10 to 20 times faster than the corresponding 11/780 run times.
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approximate statistical model that takes into account quantization at the correlator inputs. Basically, it. is found that

system performance is accurately characterized by the 1-bit correlator quantizer model at low input levels and for longer
code baud element intervals, AT. As the input level increases and/or AT decreases, performance improves toward the

ideal limit until quantizer saturation occurs (both the correlator quantizer as well as tile input A/D converters). At

this point, system performance varies rapidly as a function of the input level, from anywhere between the ideal limit
to well below the 1-bit limit.

The results of this study are useful to both the radar systems designer as well as tile science investigator in establishing

operational radar data acquisition parameters which result in the best systems performance for a given set of input

conditions.
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